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OBJECTIVE AREAS (Check all that apply). Communication:___ Gross/Fine Motor:___
Memory/Organization:___ Self-Help:___ Social Skills:___ Other:___.
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Progress Note. START TIME GOALS/OBJECTIVES ADDRESSED (from treatment plan). Role play.
Exposure therapy/ERP. Habit control/habit reversal. Other.
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Summarize the agenda and how the group process went, without referring to Example: the child was disruptive and was asked to leave, or the child said he.
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INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS NOTE. WHEN: The progress note must include the following information: Date of . For example: Total: 120 Minutes. Direct: 60 .
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This is a note to inform you of how your child is progressing toward his/her IEP goals and objectives. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to
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